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1917 : Einstein derives the first relativistic 
cosmological model

• Curvature : +1
• Matter : r = constant
• Static model =>
• Cosmological constant : lE =1/ R2

1917 : De Sitter derives another relativistic 
cosmological model
• Curvature : +1
• Matter : r = 0 (empty space)
• Cosmological constant : l = 3/R2
• Static model
But the cosmological constant induces accelerated
separation of worldlines : d µ exp(l/3)1/2 t

Gij + ��gij =  k Tij



1922 : Friedmann derives the first dynamical
solutions of cosmological equations
Curvature : +1
Matter : r(t) variable, p = 0
Cosmological constant :

0 or l Univers monotone 
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1924 : On the possibility of a world with 
constant negative curvature
Curvature : –1
Matter : r(t) variable, p = 0
Cosmological constant : 0 or l
Perpetual expansion (open model)

1925 : accidental death of Friedmann

First discussion on cosmic topology



Manuscript�s last sentence suppressed : « … to which it is 
hardly possible to give a physical meaning ».

• 1923 : Einstein, Note on A. Friedmann�s work:
In my previous note I criticised [Friedmann's work On the 
curvature of Space]. However, my criticism, as I became convinced 
by Friedmann's letter communicated to me by Mr Krutkov, was 
based on an error in my calculations. I consider that Mr 
Friedmann's results are correct and shed new light. They show that 
the field equations admit, for the structure of spherically symmetric 
space, in addition to static solutions, dynamical solutions.»

EINSTEIN RESISTS…

• 1922 : Einstein, Note on A. Friedmann�s work:
The results concerning the non-stationary world, contained in 
[Friedmann’s] work, appear to me suspicious. In reality it turns 
out that the solution given in it does not satisfy the field equations



• 1923 : Slipher has measured 41 spectral shifts with 36 
redshifs. HE DOES NOT PUBLISH HIS RESULTS ! 

•  1924 : Eddington reproduces Slipher’s results in his 
book  Mathematical theory of Relativity

WHAT ABOUT ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS ? 

« One of the most perplexing 
problems in cosmogony is the 
great speed of spiral nebulae. 
Their radial velocities average 

about 600 km. per sec. and 
there is a great preponderance 
of velocities of recession from 

the solar system »  

è He advocates for the De Sitter solution



G. Lemaître : « Un univers homogène de masse constante et 
de rayon croissant, rendant compte de la vitesse radiale des 
nébuleuses extragalactiques » (Ann. Soc. Sci. Bruxelles, 1927)

Curvature : +1
Matter : r(t), p (t) variable
Cosmological Constant : lE
Dynamics : accelerated perpetual expansion
The cosmological constant is adjusted such as R(t) grows from
the radius of the Einstein�s static hypersphere at t = – ∞. There
is no past singularity and no « age problem ».
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•  First interpretation of 
redshifts in terms of space 
expansion.

« Utilisant les 42 nébuleuses extra-galactiques 
figurant dans les listes de Hubble et de 
Strömberg, et tenant compte de la vitesse propre 
du Soleil, on trouve une distance moyenne de 
0,95 millions de parsecs et une vitesse radiale 
de 600 km/s, soit 625 km/s à 106 parsecs. Nous 
adopterons donc R�/R = v/rc = 0,68´10-27 cm-

1 (Eq. 24) »

« Hubble » law!

Detailed analysis : J.-P. L., « Golden Oldie »CQG (2013) [arXiv :1305.6470]



• 1927 : First meeting Einstein - Lemaître (Solvay conference) :

« Your calculations are correct, but your physical insight is 

quite ugly »



The Lemaître�s graphics (between 1927 and 1931)

k=+1

Archives G. Lemaître, Louvain



H.P. Robertson : On the Foundations of Relativistic 
Cosmology Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., vol. 15, no 11, 1929

€ 

ds2 = −c2dt2 + R2(t) dχ 2 + f 2(χ )(dθ 2 + sin2θdϕ 2 )[ ],
où r ≡ f (χ ) = sin χ    (si k = +1),
                            χ      (si k = 0),
                        shχ       (si k = −1).

Full classification of Homogeneous and Isotropic Models

+ Walker 1936 RW models, FRW models, FLRW models !



Lemaître 1927, H=575 km/s/Mpc Hubble 1929, H=530 km/s/Mpc

•  1929 : Hubble publishes experimental data 
showing a linear velocity-distance relation v = Hr

from a sample of 24 redshifts (20 measured by 
Slipher and 4 by Humason).

He does not mention any link with expanding 
universe models.



IAU Resolution (2018) : Hubble-Lemaître’s Law ! 



BUT : 

• 1930 : Eddington proves the instability of Einstein�s static 
universe and calls for new searches to explain the recession 
velocities in terms on dynamical space model

• 1931 : Eddington recommends the English translation of the 
1927 Lemaître�s article for M.N.R.A.S.

• 1930 : Lemaître writes to Eddington : « Dear Prof. Eddington, 
I made these investigations two years ago […] »

• 1930 : Eddington adopts the 1927 Lemaître’s model of 
expanding space.





« From a discussion of available data, we adopt 
R�/R =  0,68´10-27 cm-1 (Eq. 24) » 

REPLACED BY :





W. Smart (M.N.R.A.S. editor) to 
Lemaître



« I send you a translation of the paper. I did not 
find advisable to reprint the provisional discussion 

of radial velocities which is clearly of no actual 
interest, and also the geometrical one, which could 
be replaced by a small bibliography of ancient and 

new papers on the subject. » 

(Letter of Lemaître to W. Smart, 9 march 1931)

Mario Livio : Mystery of the missing text solved, Nature, 10 
November 2011

Detailes list of Discrepancies and commentaries:
J.-P. L., CQG (2013) [arXiv :1305.6470] 



W. Smart (M.N.R.A.S. editor) to 
Lemaître



G. Lemaître :  « The Expanding Universe » 
(M.N.R.A.S., march 1931)

Curvature : +1
Matter : r(t), p (t) variable
Cosmological constant : l> lE
Dynamics : perpetual
expansion, initially
decelerated, then accelerated
Starting from a singularity, the Universe first expands,
then passes through a phase of « stagnation » during
which its radius coasts that of the Einstein� s static
solution, then starts again in accelerated expansion. This
« hesitating model » solves the age problem and
provides enough time to form galaxies.

• Introduces the  
Primeval Atom

première expansion
      (décélérée)

stagnation deuxième expansion
      (accélérée)
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t
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« The evolution of the world can be compared to a display 
of fireworks that has just ended : some few red wisps, ashes 
and smoke. Standing on a well-chilled cinder, we see the 
slow fading of suns, and we try to recall the vanishing 
brtilliance of the origin of the worlds.



Some negative reactions …

Einstein : « This recalls too much the dogma of
Creation »

Eddington : « The notion of a beginning of the world is
repugnant to me »

However abbé Lemaître :
• beginning (physical) ≠ creation (metaphysical)
• « The cosmological theory remains completely out of
any metaphysical or religious question. »
• science and religion correspond to separate levels of
understanding



G. Lemaître : The quantum birth of the Universe
(« The beginning of the world from the point of view of quantum 

theory », Nature, 1931)

« In atomic processes, the notions of space and 
time are no more than statistical notions : they fade 
out when applied to individual phenomena 
involving but a small number of quanta. If the 
world has begun with a single quantum, the 
notions of space and time would altogether fail to 
have any sense at the beginning and would only 
begin to get some sensible meaning when the 
original quantum would have been divided in a 
sufficient number of quanta. If this suggestion is 
correct, the beginning of the world happened a 
little before the beginning of space and time.
Such a beginning of the world is far enough from 
the present order of nature to be not at all 
repugnant. » 

Detailed analysis : J.-P. L., « Golden Oldie » CQG (2011) [arXiv :1105.6271]

Eddington : « The
notion of a beginning
of the world is
repugnant to me »



The « Hidden God » of Lemaître



Einstein - de Sitter :  « On the Relation between the Expansion 
and the Mean Density of the Universe » (1932)

J Needs (implicitly) dark matter

L No reference to Friedmann and Lemaître!

Curvature : 0
Matter : r(t) variable, p = 0
Cosmological constant : 0
Dynamics : decelerated perpetual
expansion
Over-simplified solution ==> « standard model » for 
the next 60 years. Reinforced in the 1980�s by 
inflationary models (which predict flat universe). 
Now rejected (predicted age of the Universe too 
short, preponderance of dark energy).



Einstein - Lemaître Discussions (1932-1934)

• Einstein considers the 
primeval atom hypothesis 
« inspired by the Christian 
dogma of creation, and totally 
unjustified from the physical 
point of view » (Pasadena, 
1932)

• Einstein rejects the cosmological constant 
(Einstein : « my greatest blunder »; Lemaître : « your 
greatest discovery! »)

• Einstein however supports Lemaître for the Franqui prize (1934)
• Einstein gives up research in cosmology (1934)



G. Lemaître : « L�univers en expansion »
Annales de la Société Scientifique de Bruxelles (1932)

• Proves that the Schwarzschild surface r = 2GM/c2 is a 
fictitious singularity (by introducing the later called 
« Eddington-Finkelstein » coordinates!) 

• Proves the unavoidable occurrence of singularities in 
general relativity if no quantum corrections (« later called 
Hawking-Penrose theorems »)

• Proves the non-viability of « phenix universes »

• Settles down the first models of galaxy formation



• Schwarzschild  and Friedmann-Lemaître solutions are 
special cases

• Could dark energy be a misidentification of gradients in local 
gravitational energy in LTB universe?

Buchert et al. (2016)

Lemaître, Ann. Soc. Sci. Bruxelles (1933). 
Tolman, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA (1934)

Bondi, M.N.R.A.S. (1947)

The Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi Metric :
Spherically symmetric dust solution with radial inhomogeneities



G. Lemaître : « Evolution of the expanding universe »
Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA (1934)

• The cosmological constant as vacuum energy
« The theory of relativity suggests that, when we identify gravitational mass 
and energy, we have to introduce a constant. Everything happens as though 
the energy in vacuo would be different from zero. In order that motion relative 
to vacuum may not be detected, we must associate a pressure 
p = –rc2 to the density of energy rc2 of vacuum. This is essentially the 
meaning of the cosmological constant l which corresponds to a negative 
density of vacuum r0 according to ρ0 = λc

2 / 4πG ≅10−27gr. / cm.3

• Suggestion of a cosmic radiation relics
« If all the atoms of the stars were equally distributed through space there 
would be about one atom per cubic yard, or the total energy would be 
that of an equilibrium radiation at the temperature of liquid hydrogen. »

(later: Zeldovich, 1967)
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